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labour becomes their prime occupation, even though it is insufficient
to provide them full-time employment. The moment they find full-
time employment, they climb to the fourth or the highest stage of
the ladder. It should not be imagined that there is only one-way,
that is upward, traffic on this ladder.
The primary concern of the pages that follow will be to indicate,
in broad outline, what proportion of agricultural labour force is
to be found at each of these stages and to show that, even though
all these types co-exist in all parts of India, certain types predominate
in certain regions ; at this stage, space does not permit us to go
into a general description of their living and working conditions,
methods of receiving remuneration, etc.
1.   bonded or semi-free labourers
In the economic literature dealing with agricultural labourers,
this class has been generally designated as "agrarian serfs".88
It is true that such labourers, though free dejure, work under condi-
tions which resemble those of serfdom and, in some cases, of sla-
very. It should be pointed out, however, that freedom is not denied
to them through the exercise of force by feudal aristocrats, as was
the case with feudal serfs. Neither are they like the Greek or the
Roman slaves, who were largely prisoners, captured from defeated
armies or conquered territories ; nor are they like the Negro slaves,
who were turned into an article of trade by ruthless man-hunting
expeditions. These differences make it necessary to examine the
nature of their bondage and its causes in somewhat greater detail.
It is generally agreed that the immediate cause of acceptance
of such bondage in India at present is the need on the part of la-
bourers to secure advances of money.89 Thus what appears to be an
immediate cause is monetary and not so much the combined sanc-
88	Wadia, P.A. and Merchant, K.*T.  Our Economic Problem, (Bombay, 1945),
pp. 253 ff. ; Nanavati and Anjaria,  The Indian Rural Problem, p. 15 ; also
Lorenzo, A. M., Agricultural Labour Conditions in Northern India, (Bombay,
1947), Part II, pp. 55-93. These labourers are known in different parts of India
by a number of names such as kali, izhva, cheruma, puleya, holiva, padfyal,
pannial, pathiram,  gassigulla, bhagela, sanwak, harawah, jeetha, barasalia,
kamiya, janour, gothi, naga rnuliya, etc.
89	Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India,   (London, 1931),
p. 362.

